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PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a method
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telephone user is not around the mobile telephone,
automatically transfer incoming telephone calls to

the mobile telephone set or the automatic answering
telephone system during the time and meanwhile,
automatically release the telephone transfer when
the telephone user returns around to the mobile
telephone.
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Cited document 3 (JP, 2001- 1972 10A)

* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

LThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect

the original precisely-

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1]Install a fixed-line telephone machine in a user seat, and a user carries a

mobile phone machine at the time of a leaving chair, When a position of a mobile phone
machine is monitored continuously, a mobile phone machine is separated from a seat,

telephone transfer is set up and a telephone receives a message in a fixed-line

telephone machine during telephone transfer setting out, A telephone transfer reset

method canceling telephone transfer when a telephone which received a message is

transmitted to a mobile phone machine and a mobile phone machine returns to a seat

[Claim 2]Install a fixed-line telephone machine in a user seat, and a user carries a

mobile phone machine at the time of a leaving chair, When a position of a mobile phone
machine is monitored continuously, a mobile phone machine is separated from a seat,

telephone transfer is set up and a telephone receives a message in a fixed-line

telephone machine during telephone transfer setting out, A telephone transfer reset

method canceling telephone transfer when a telephone which received a message is

transmitted to an automatic telephone answering set and a mobile phone machine

returns to a seat,

[Claim 3]Instal! a fixed-line telephone machine in a user seat, and a user carries a

mobile phone machine at the time of a leaving chair, When a position of a mobile phone
machine is monitored continuously, a mobile phone machine is separated from a seat,

telephone transfer is set up and a telephone receives a message in a fixed-line

telephone machine during telephone transfer setting out, A telephone transfer reset



method canceling telephone transfer when it transmits to an automatic telephone

answering set when it is a telephone from other than a telephone number into which it

transmitted to a mobile phone machine when a telephone which received a message

was a telephone from a telephone number registered beforehand, and a telephone

which received a message was registered beforehand, and a mobile phone machine

returns to a seat

[Claim 4]A switch which accommodates a mobile phone machine position monitoring

system provided within the net [ mobile phone ] and two or more fixed-line telephone

machines, Memory storage which memorizes the destination and the present transfer

setting state at the time of a stationary position of a mobile phone machine, and an

absence, And a telephone transfer reset system provided with a control device which

controls a switch to transmit a mail arrival telephone to a mobile phone machine or an

automatic telephone answering set when a mail arrival telephone is connected to a

fixed-line telephone machine when a mobile phone machine is in a stationary position,

and a mobile phone machine is in positions other than a stationary position,

[Claim 5]Position information on each users mobile phone machine is acquired from a

mobile phone machine position monitoring system mobile phone within the net at

predetermined time, Position information on each obtained mobile phone machine is

compared with each user s stationary position stored in memory storage, Transfer

setting is performed when transfer setting is reset when both are the same, and both

differ, A control device of a telephone transfer reset system providing composition

which controls a switch based on a transfer setting state of the fixed-line telephone

machine concerned, and is connected to the fixed-line telephone machine concerned,

a mobile phone machine, or an automatic telephone answering set when a telephone
-

receives a message in a fixed-line telephone machine,

[Claim 6]A step which acquires position information on each user's mobile phone

machine from a mobile phone machine position monitoring system mobile phone within

the net at predetermined time, A step which compares position information on each

obtained mobile phone machine with each user's stationary position stored in memory

storage, A step which resets transfer setting as a result of comparison when both are

the same, When a telephone receives a message in a step and a fixed-line telephone

machine which perform transfer setting as a result of comparison when both differ, A
recording medium recording a computer program which performs a step which

controls a switch based on a transfer setting state of the fixed-line telephone

machine concerned, and connects with the fixed-line telephone machine concerned, a



mobile phone machine, or an automatic telephone answering set

[Translation done.]



* NOTICES *

JPO and iNPST are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1. This document has been translated by computer. So the translation ma

y not reflect the original precisely.

2. **** shows the word which can not be translated,

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invent ion] This invention relates to the method and syste

m which perform transfer setting of a telephone, and transmission rele

ase automatically using a telephone user's position information.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] When a telephone user leaves a seat conv

entionally, in order to transmit the telephone which receives a messag

e during absence to an automatic telephone answering set, the specific

telephone number needed to be telephoned and it needed to set up by p

erforming defined operation. When this transfer setting was canceled,

similarly, the specific telephone number needed to be telephoned and d

efined operation needed to be performed, Thus, there was a problem tha

t the transfer setting of a telephone and operation of transmission re



lease were complicated, for this reason, these operations were neglect

ed in many cases and there was a problem of inconveniencing the addres

ser of a telephone in many cases.

[0003] He may forget the transfer setting of a telephone, and operation

of transmission release. In order to cancel this inconvenience, the m

ethod of adding a lamp to telephone and displaying the state of teleph

one in visible is used, but even if it is a case where this method is

adopted, the problem that the user itself has to perform complicated o

peration for the transfer setting of a telephone and transmission rele

ase is not solved.

[0004]

[Problem (s) to be Solved by the Invent ion] The purpose of this invent io

n is to provide the method and system which perform transfer setting o

f a telephone, and transmission release automatically in view of an ab

ove-mentioned problem.

[0005]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order that a telephone transfer rese

t method of this invention may attain the above-mentioned purpose, a f

ixed-Iine telephone machine is installed in a user seat, Carry a mobil

e phone machine at the time of a leaving chair, and a user monitors a

position of a mobile phone machine continuously, Telephone transfer is

canceled, when a mobile phone machine is separated from a seat, telep

hone transfer is set up, a telephone receives a message in a fixed- Lin

e telephone machine during telephone transfer setting out, a telephone

which received a message is transmitted to a mobile phone machine and

a mobile phone machine returns to a seat,

[0006] Other telephone transfer reset methods of this invention, Instal



1 a fixed-line telephone machine in a user seat, and a user carries a

mobile phone machine at the time of a leaving chair, Telephone transfe

r is canceled, when a position of a mobile phone machine is monitored

continuously, a mobile phone machine is separated from a seat, telepho

ne transfer is set up, a telephone receives a message in a fixed-line

telephone machine during telephone transfer setting out, a telephone w

hich received a message is transmitted to an automatic telephone answe

ring set and a mobile phone machine returns to a seat.

[0007] A telephone transfer reset method of further others of this inve

ntion, Install a fixed-line telephone machine in a user seat, and a us

er carries a mobile phone machine at the time of a leaving chair, When

a position of a mobile phone machine is monitored continuously, a mob

ile phone machine is separated from a seat, telephone transfer is set

up and a telephone receives a message in a fixed-line telephone machin

e during telephone transfer setting out, When it is a telephone from o

ther than a telephone number into which it transmitted to a mobile pho

ne machine when a telephone which received a message was a telephone f

rom a telephone number registered beforehand, and a telephone which re

ceived a message was registered beforehand, it transmits to an automat

ic telephone answering set, and telephone transfer is canceled when a

mobile phone machine returns to a seat.

[0008] A telephone transfer reset system of this invention, A switch wh

ich accommodates a mobile phone machine position monitoring system pro

vided within the net [ mobile phone ] and two or more fixed-line telep

hone machines, Memory storage which memorizes the destination and the

present transfer setting state at the time of a stationary position of

a mobile phone machine, and an absence, And when a mobile phone machi



ne is in a stationary position, a mail arrival telephone is connected

to a fixed-line telephone machine, and it has a control device which c

ontrols a switch to transmit a mail arrival telephone to a mobile phon

e machine or an automatic telephone answering set when a mobile phone

machine is in positions other than a stationary position,

[0009] A control device of a telephone transfer reset system of this in

vent ion, Position information on each user's mobile phone machine is a

cquired from a mobile phone machine position monitoring system mobile

phone within the net at predetermined time. Position information on ea

ch obtained mobile phone machine is compared with each user s stationa

ry position stored in memory storage, When transfer setting was reset

when both were the same, transfer setting is performed when both diffe

r, and a telephone receives a message in a fixed-line telephone machin

e, a switch is controlled based on a transfer setting state of the fix

ed-line telephone machine concerned, and composition linked to the fix

ed-line telephone machine concerned, a mobile phone machine, or an aut

omatie telephone answering set is provided.

[0010.1 According to above-mentioned this invention, monitor a position

of a mobile phone machine continuously, grasp a telephone user' s curre

nt position based on the position information, and on it, When a telep

hone user is not in a seat, telephone transfer to a mobile phone machi

ne or an automatic telephone answering set which a telephone user desi

res automatically is set up, a mail arrival telephone in the meantime

is automatically transmitted to the mobile phone machine or automatic

telephone answering set, and on the other hand, when a telephone user

returns to a seat, telephone transfer is canceled automatically. Such

this invention can perform transfer setting of a telephone, and transm



ission release automatically.

[0011] The control device of a telephone transfer reset system of above

-mentioned this invention can operate by a computer program. Therefore

, a recording medium which recorded a computer program of this invent

i

on, A step which acquires position information on each user's mobile p

hone machine from a mobile phone machine position monitoring system mo

bile phone within the net at predetermined time, A step which compares

position information on each obtained mobile phone machine with each

user
5

s stationary position stored in memory storage, A step which rese

ts transfer setting as a result of comparison when both are the same,

When a telephone receives a message in a step and a fixed-line telepho

ne machine which perform transfer setting as a result of comparison wh

en both differ, A switch was controlled based on a transfer setting st

ate of the fixed-line telephone machine concerned, and a computer prog

ram which performs a step linked to the fixed-line telephone machine c

oncerned, a mobile phone machine, or an automatic telephone answering

set was recorded,

[0012]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Next, an embodiment of the invention is d

escribed using a drawing. Drawing 1 is a figure showing the example of

the telephone transfer reset system of this invention, this system —
an addresser' s telephone 10, the telephone network 20, and the user A

, B s and C — the office 30 to which belongs, and the mobile ph

one network 40 are contained. In the office 30. The currency informati

on of the switch 31, the fixed-line telephone machine 32 of an action

addressee, the mobile phone machine 33 of an action addressee, the aut

omatic telephone answering set 34, the PB-signal receiving set 35, the



control device 38 that controls the whole, the memory storage 37 whic

h manages the telephone number of the telephone user in the office 30,

and a mobile phone machine. The memory storage 38 to manage is contai

tied. The position information center 41 is included in the mobile phon

e network 40. The position information center 41 monitors the position

of a mobile phone machine continuously, stores those position informa

tion in a database, and answers to the inquiry from the control device

36,

[0013] As shown in the memory storage 37 at drawing 2, he is the user A

,
B 3 and C.

. . . .
. "Fixed-line telephone machine telephone number", The

management table containing a "mobile phone machine telephone number",

a "stationary position", the "present transfer setting state", "the d

efault configuration of the transmission at the time of a leaving chai

r", and "the origination telephone number which permits transmission t

o a mobile phone machine" is stored. In the management table of dravin

K_2 7 for example the user A. Usually, are in the position a of the off

ice 30 and the fixed-line telephone machine 32 of the telephone number

0001 and the mobile phone machine 33 of the telephone number S001 are

used. The default destination when the fixed-line telephone machine 3

2 has mail arrival at the time of a leaving chair is an answering mach

ine, and transmitting the arrival from the telephone number 5000 to th

e mobile phone machine 33 as an exception is set up. Although one "the

origination telephone number which permits transmission to a mobile p

hone machine" is accepted and is displayed in this example, of course,

two or more telephone numbers are storable.

[0014] Although it is shown in the management table of drawing _2_that t

he user A is among a leaving chair now, this is read from the currency



information table of the mobile phone machine in the memory storage 3

8 shown in drawing 3. the currency information table of drawing 3 — t

he user A, B 7 and C — "the telephone number of a mobile phone machine

which uses, and the user A, B and C — "the position informat

ion in the time t of a mobile phone machine" which . . . , , c uses being s

tored, for example, carrying out the leaving chair of the positions ot

her than the position a about the user A is shown. Although the positi

on information at the 10 time of the time t0-t9 is displayed in this e

xample, this is rewritten one by one with the passage of time,

[0015] These control is performed by the control device 38. Detection o

f the position of the mobile phone machine by this control device 38 a

nd processing of setting out of transmission are explained using the f

low chart of drawing 4. The control device 36 to each time tO, tl, and

t2 o o o 9 * $ The user A. B and C ...... the telephone numbers 8001, 8002

, and 8002 of a mobile phone machine — it transmitting to the positio

n information center 41 in the mobile phone network 40, and ....... Th

e position information on each mobile phone machine obtained from the

database by acquiring the position information on each mobile phone ma

chine (Step 51) is stored in the column of each time of the "position

information in time t of mobile phone machine" field of the currency i

nformation table in the memory storage 38 (Step 52). Each user A, B, a

rid C by whom the control device 36 is simultaneously stored in the pes

ition information on each mobile phone machine obtained by each time t

0, tl, and t2 and the management table in the memory storage 3

7 ...... A stationary position is compared (Step 53).

[0018] When both are the same as a result of comparison, in order that

a user may judge it as under presence arid may reset transfer setting,



"nothing" is written in the paragraph of the "present transfer setting

state" of a management table (Step 54). On the other hand, when both

differ as a result of comparison, in order that a user may judge it as

the inside of a leaving chair and may perform transfer setting, the d

ata of *default configuration of the transmission at time of leaving c

hair" field of a management table is overwritten to the "present trans

fer setting state" field (Step 55), These processings are performed to

all telephone users in the office 30,

L0017]Next, operation of the telephone transfer by the control device

36 is explained using the flow chart of drawing 5. To the fixed-line t

elephone machine 32, when the telephone of addressing receives a messa

ge (Step 61), the control device 36 judges the data stored to the user

A "present transfer setting condition" field (Step 62), [ of the user

A in the management table in the memory storage 37 ] When "the presen

t transfer setting state" is "nothing", a user judges it as under pres

ence
; and the control device 36 controls the switch 31 as it is, and c

alls the fixed- line telephone machine 32 (Step 83), When "the present

transfer setting state" is a "mobile phone machine", a user judges it

as the inside of a leaving chair, and the control device 36 controls t

he switch 31 and calls the mobile phone machine 33 of the telephone nu

mber 8001 (Step 64).

[0018] When "the present transfer setting state" is an "answering machi

ne", A user judges it as the inside of a leaving chair, and first, the

control device 36 searches an addresser telephone number and the user

* s A "origination telephone number which permits transmission to mobil

e phone machine" field in the management table in the memory storage 3

7, and compares both one by one (Step 85), When both are in agreement



as a result of this comparison, the telephone which the control device

36 controlled the switch 31. and received a message is transmitted to

the user's A mobile phone machine 33 (Step 66). When both are not in a

greement as a result of this comparison, the control device 36 connect

s to the automatic telephone answering set 34 the telephone which cont

rolled the switch 31 and received a message, and the message from an a

ddresser is recorded (Step 67). Registration of the telephone number t

o an "origination telephone number which permits transmission to mobil

e phone machine* field can be performed at any time, when a user trans

mits a desired telephone number to a specific telephone number with a

PR signal.

[0019] Although the position information at the time tO - 10 time betwe

en t9 was shown in the currency information table in the memory storag

e 38 shown in drawing 3 by the above-mentioned explanation, This shows

in order to explain the situation of movement of a mobile phone machi

ne plainly, and it just needs to store the currency information of the

mobile phone machine at the 1 time of the newest gathering time t act

ually. However, when judging with "The mobile phone machine moved* for

example, only after change from a stationary position carries out mul

tiple-times continuation and is detected, it is desirable to store the

position information on a point at two or more: 00, If it is made to j

udge with "The mobile phone machine moved" only after carrying out mul

tiple-times continuation and being detected, there is an advantage whi

ch can avoid the collection error of position information, It may be m

ade to operate the control device of the telephone transfer reset syst

em of above-mentioned this invention by a computer program,

[0020]



[Effect of the InventionjAs explained above, according to this invent

i

on, since it judges whether an action addressee is presence and transf

er setting of a mail arrival telephone and transmission release are au

tomatically performed using the position information on the mobile pho

ne machine which an action addressee owns, the answering machine re lea

se failure at the time of returning to the setting-out failure and sea

t to the answering machine at the time of a leaving chair is lost. The

refore, an impolite thing is lost as the partner that the ringing tone

of telephone continues sounding the inside of absent, or the mail arr-

ival telephone under presence is transmitted to an answering machine,

and communication comes to be smoothly given to him. The problem of it

being also possible to transmit the telephone from a partner expected

that a phone call important or urgent as a default even when transmit

ting the arrival in a leaving chair to an answering machine is made to

a mobile phone machine, and missing the tide of telephone reception i

s avoidable.

[Translation done.
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* NOTICES *

JPG and INP1T are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1. This document has been translated by computer. So the translation ma

y not reflect the original precisely,

2. **** shows the word which can not be translated,

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated,

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1

j

It is a figure showing the example of the telephone transfe

r reset system of this invention.

[Drawing 2] It is a figure showing the composition of a management tabl

e,

[Drawing 3] It is a figure showing the composition of a mobile phone ma

chine currency information table.

[Drawing 4] It is a flow chart for explaining detection of the position

of a mobile phone machine, and processing of setting out of transmiss

ion.

[Drawing 5] It is a flow chart for explaining operation of telephone tr

ansfer,

[Description of Notations]

10 An addresser' s telephone



0$ Telepfe^iTe network

30 Office

31 SM%m

32 Fi^dri xnp telephone i^ehine

33 Mabile phone ma^klrie

M A^tofiiatix? t^l^plione answering mt

Control device

I? and 3S Sfe^ry storage

40 tefeil© 0mm mw®rk

41. Position inf<>n^ti on eentei:

[Translation done.

j
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